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Liberty Health Network (LHN) Announces New Integration With
Amazon.Com For Independent Business Owner Marketing Associates

Liberty leverages direct sales giant Amazon.Com for enhanced marketing opportunities for
business owners wanting to make the most of online sales and marketing opportunities.

Tampa, FL (PRWEB) December 02, 2011 -- Direct sales leaderLiberty Health Network announces an "Outside-
The-Box' approach for enhancing marketing opportunities for Independent Sale Marketing Associates. Rather
than relying solely on the "Friend and Family" approach to building a direct sales network, LHN is taking
advantage of their lessons learned through direct marketing of products through Amazon.Com to provide
additional marketing channels for Associates with Amazon experience.

Russell Bly, Chief Operating Officer with Liberty Health Network, LLC explains "We've done what we believe
is another Industry First... Traditionally marketing Associates are trained to sell to their friends and family
products with little to no value in the real market. This leaves many potential entrepreneurs in the NFL, or No
Friends Left Club. What's more, the only people buying products are the Business Associates, leaving the
Associates with shattered dreams and a garage full of products. But at LHN, we've demonstrated that our
products sell on their own, without an income opportunity attached. And we've taken what we have learned and
applied it to our Associate program. "

After a demonstrated track record of direct sales on Amazon, LHN is taking the lessons learned and allowing
their Internet enabled associates to link their replicated distributor web sites directly to the Amazon.Com sales
portal. LHN Marketing Associates have the options of:

1) Network Marketing of products and services by building a sales and marketing team. LHN delivers all
products, handles Credit Card Processing, and distributes commissions (Up to 40% of team sales) necessitating
minimal administrative actions by the associate. By adding the Internet enabled service package called
eService, most associate functions can be handled entirely on the Internet through multiple associate web
portals. Through LHN's unique UDSEO, associates actually control the back-end search engine tags improving
web position on search engines such as Google and Yahoo.

2) Direct Marketing of products and services by selling through the LHN web system, similar to a single-level
Affiliate program. LHN delivers all products, handles Credit Card Processing, and distributes commissions
necessitating minimal administrative actions by the associate. By adding the Internet enabled service package
called eService, most associate functions can be handled entirely on the Internet through multiple associate web
portals. Through LHN's unique UDSEO, associates actually control the back-end search engine tags improving
web position on search engines such as Google and Yahoo.

3) Traditional Direct Marketing of products by purchasing at wholesale, and selling at retail. In this scenario,
the Associate handles all delivery and collection processes. It is in this arena where LHN has leveraged the
amazon sales system. Associates may now list their inventory directly on Amazon.Com, and link their custom
LHN Product pages directly the appropriate Amazon inventory. In addition, associates may take advantage of
Amazon's fulfillment system (Fulfilled by Amazon) to have their products delivered by the marketing giant.

"We found many associates lacked the credibility with their friends and family to sell products directly. So now,
LHN provides a professional UDSEO search engine optimized landing page automatically for new eService
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Associates that is linked to the Associates Amazon.com products or Amazon Webstore. No programming is
necessary. By allowing associates the ability to steer prospects to their website, which then directs to Amazon,
we've increased the odds of success substantially. Our experience shows that customers have an enhanced
customer experience when dealing with the Amazon sales system. And when customers see the Amazon logo,
along with positive feedback from other Amazon buyers, magic happens!" explains Bly.

LHN has interfaced their top-selling Face lift without Surgery Facial Skin Product web site,
http://www.afacial.net to the Amazon system. The company expects more sites to be interfaced to Amazon,
Ebay, and Google Checkout in the first quarter of 2012. As an added teaser, the LHN has also indicated that a
new Car Bonus and Vacation program are in the near future, as well as another enhancement to their
compensation program allowing Associates to qualify to earn new additional commissions on their entire
marketing organization.

About Liberty Health Network, LLC.

Liberty Health Network is one of the nation’s leading Direct and Internet Marketing companies with a state-of-
the-art Global Distribution facility in Tampa Bay, Fl. For 12 Years, the Liberty Health Network name has been
synonymous with high quality Mortechem-Free Nutritional Supplements, Skin Care and WebApplications.

Liberty Health Network distributes products and services Internationally. Businesses or Individuals interested in
distributing Liberty Products or requiring more information should contact Chief Operating Officer Russell Bly
at (813) 774-8191. The statements made on this website have not been evaluated by the Food & Drug
Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, prevent, treat, or cure any disease.
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Contact Information
Rosa Reyes
Liberty Health Network, LLC
Http://Www.LibertyHealthBiz.Com
(813) 774-8191

Russell Bly
Liberty Health Network, LLC
Http://Www.LHNInternational.Com
(813) 774-8191

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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